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Bionaries the local authorities forced
them to leave the town, and then
wired the governor that everything
was peaceable! The North Carolina
outrage occurred in Cherokee county,
the victims being a congregation of
sanctificationists of some sort. Their
church was burned to the ground by a
mob, while the Eev. Gay Bryant,
a Methodist preacher, egged the mob
on with what the dispatches call a ser
mon. Six people out of 116 who were
called out to perpetrate this outrage
proved to be good men in Sodom. They
refused to act, insisting that every
one had a right to worship according
to his own conscience. Outrages like
these are so manifestly criminal that
no law-abiding person can hesitate to
denounce them. The fact that they
are supported by local public opinion
makes their criminality all the worse.
It is not a question of whether the re
ligion of the victims is good or bad.
It is a question of the right of each
man to choose his religion for him
self, and of the duty of everybody else
to let him alone.
It is reported of the emperor of
Germany that upon addressing a Ger
many military force as it left Berlin
for China last week he used this lan
guage:
If you close with the enemy remem
ber this: Spare nobody. Make no pris
oners. Use your weapons so that for a
thousand years hence no Chinaman will
dare look askance at any German. Open
the way for civilization once for all.
Since it is denied that these words
were used, and as they do not appear
in the official report of the speech, we
prefer to believe that they were never
uttered. But they do express the
strenuous idea of civilization almost
with Rooseveltian elegance.
Mr. J. W. Bengough, the wellknown Canadian illustrator and cari
caturist, puts to us the following ques
tion concerning the sacredness of na
tional independence for which we con
tend:
As an abstract proposition, I am
disposed) to accept your contention
that no nation has or can have the
right to deprive another nation of its
independence. Applying' this principle
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to the case of the South African Re
public (and waiving the question as
to whether or not the Transvaal is in
the full sense an independent state—
let us presume it to be so), I wish to
ask for your opinion upon the very
practical point which has arisen in
this instance, and may arise in many
others, viz.: Must we regard such na
tional independence as involving ab
solute home rule? Ini other words,
must each government be permitted
to do what it pleases within its own
political borders; treat its citizens or
its resider-s with any measure and
degree of cruelty, injustice or op
pression it may see fit to inflict, and
no outside power have the right under
any circumstances to interfere? If we
are to accept the doctrine of the sa
credness of national independence ab
solutely, it simply means that if peo
ple db not like their treatment in any
given country, they can get out, leav
ing their property, if they have any,
behind them. British uitlanders in
the Transvaal and American residents
in China must simply grin and bear
the treatment meted out to them, or
leave. No appeal to their home gov
ernments is permissible. Perhaps you
are not prepared to go quite so far as
this. You would still retain the right
of every nation to protect its citizens
living under foreign governments.
Then, just were arises the practical
point I refer to. How far shall such
protection extend? In the BritishBoer case its first stage was friendly
appeal on the part of Britain. This
proving ineffectual, diplomatic con
ference was next tried', with no better
result; at last armed intervention had
to be resorted to. I assume that this
meets your approval up to this point.
You will say a nation has the right to
protect its citizens to the extent of
even "licking" their oppressors, but it
must not, under any circumstances, di
vest said oppressors of their national
independence. But what if, notwith
standing the "licking," the oppression
is likely to be continued as before?
What if there is no guarantee of re
form in the matter? In view of the
notorious character of Kruger and his
allies, and the past history of their
promise-breaking and compact-ignor
ing tendencies, no sane man or nation
would be disposed to rely upon their
word. What, then, is to be done—
what could be done in any similar
case?—for I am using the Transvaal
only as an illustration. Does not the
doctrine of national independence, I
repeat, involve the abolition of the
hitherto admitted right of a nation to
protect its citizens abroad?

case in which either the rights of for
eign residents must be left unprotect
ed or the independence of the nation
where they reside must be abolished.
This he must do before be can ask if
the doctrine of national independence
does not involve the abolition of the
hitherto admitted right of a nation to
protect its citizens abroad. Recogniz
ing that he must do so, he brings up
the Transvaal case. But that case
has never involved Mr. Bengough's
alternative. Whatever the grievances
of British, subjects in the Transvaal
may have been, the Boer government
was always ready to submit them to
arbitration. Armed intervention on
the part of Great Britain was never
necessary. It came because Great
Britain would not arbitrate. More
over, the British government assured
the Boers of its belief that these
grievances could be effectually cured
without in any wise jeopardiz
ing Transvaal independence, by sim
ply giving full voting rights to for
eigners and allowing them a minority
representation of about one-fifth in
the law-making body. Grievances so
easily cured could not have been sore
enough to justify abolition of Trans
vaal independence, even if the al
ternative had been presented and it
were conceded that such a penalty, so
dangerous to all small nations, and so
menacing in its possibilities to the
peace of the world, could be justified
by any personal grievances whatever.
We note what Mr. Bengough says
about the untrustworthiness of Oom
Paul and his allies—that no sane na
tion would be disposed to rely upon,
their word. A Boer might take the
same position with reference to Mr.
Chamberlain. But in fact Great
Britain, whether sane or not, pro
fessed to be willing at the Bloemfontein conference of June, 1899, to re
ly upon the word of the Transvaal,
provided the Transvaal would prom
ise what she demanded. Yet the bad
faith of the Transvaal, if there was
Since the principle for which we any, ante-dated that conference.
contend is accepted by Mr. Bengough How, then, can Great Britain now
as an abstract proposition, it is incum insist upon destroying Transvaal in
bent upon him to present an actual dependence because no sane nation
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can rely upon the Transvaal word?
If the Boers could be trusted then
they can be trusted now. Nothing
has happened since to discredit their
good faith. The Transvaal case does
not challenge the abstract proposi
tion. "Whether some case in the fu
ture might challenge it, it can hardly
be profitable to discuss. There is no
case in modern history yet which has
fairly done so.
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lord could not get higher rent if it indicated is attributed to the repeal,
was not worth while for the tenant to during Cleveland's administration of
pay it. Eight here the Journal of the reciprocity treaty with that coun
Commerce does what it arrogantly and try. But the figures quoted forcibly
with the light touch of a con illustrate a danger ever lurking in
sciously superior pen charges upon statistics, and the necessity, if we de
its critics. It neglects to distinguish sire to arrive at true conclusions, of
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and reflect. To assert that the tenant considering every factor of the prob
osition, the danger regarding the ab
would refuse to pay higher rent if it lem.
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In comparing the imports from
were not worth his while is to leave
by force from without is that it places
Brazil,
the writer referred to—Wil
the assertion incomplete. The full
weaker nations at the mercy of strong
liam E. Curtis, in the Chicago Becord
statement is that he would not pay it
er ones with which they may quarrel,
—fails to consider the fact that cof
and makes the question of independ if it were not worth his while under fee, which constituted nearly 80 per
ence not a matter of peace and order the circumstances. And the circum cent, of our imports from that coun
but of conquest and rapine. Once stances are that the land of the coun try in 1895, the year following the
admit the right, and international try is so completely monopolized as passage of the Wilson bill, has de
comity breaks down. The world to create fictitious land values. Ten clined in price over 60 per cent. Con
sequently, though our imports of this
would soon become a vast centralized ants must pay rent for land out of pro
article, measured in dollars, declined
portion
to
its
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because
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land is made abnormally scarce by over 41 per cent., the number of
monopolization. It is not. therefore, pounds imported increased over 44
per cent.
Some weeks ago the New York land that makes higher values, but its
Our imports of coffee, as reported
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Journal of Commerce called Mr. Bry greater scarcity.
by the bureau of statistics were as fol
an to account, with a supercilious tivity there may be; but the greater lows:
sneer, for pointing to the increase of productivity does not equal the high
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of economic decadence. It admitted tor. It is the only one. Without Dollars
the fact, but disputed the inference scarcity of such land, greater produc
The figures are for the fiscal year
Since then it has been bombarded, ap tivity would not increase rents at all. ending June 30.
parently, with remonstrances upon But scarcity has the effect of taking
Thus we have a great increase in
the subject, to which it replies in the the benefit of greater productivity the quantity of coffee received, at a
same arrogant spirit in which it crit from the user and giving it to the greatly reduced cost, requiring a much
icized Mr. Bryan, and with evident landlord. And when scarcity is com smaller export of our own products
marks of high bred irritation. Its plete, as it almost is in the west—that to pay for it. This, to a person of
view of the question may be gath is, when there is no free, or virtually ordinary intelligence, would seem an
ered from this extract: "The free, land within reasonably conven advantage to our country, though to
increase of tenant farming is not ient access to markets,—rack-renting persons of the extraordinary intelli
gence required to comprehend the
due to the impoverishment of sets in.
That process has well beneficence of protection and the
farmers, but to the increasing value begun in the west.
Owing to emasculated species of free trade for
of farm land." Reducing these two the great market-scarcity of land, which Mr. Blaine designed to safe
assertions to one by eliminating the rent ■ absorbs so much of the guard that policy, it is doubtless dif
least important, we have this result: product that tenants have little ferent. To be thus flooded with the
"The increase of tenant farming is chance to accumulate capital. In cheap goods of other countries is, ac
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land." That assertion, whether true increasing dependency of the tenant a calamity to be guarded against.
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